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The present article provides an analysis of the attitude construct from the perspective
of the Associative–Propositional Evaluation Model (APE Model). It is argued that
evaluative responses should be understood in terms of their underlying mental pro-
cesses: associative and propositional processes. Whereas associative processes are
characterized by mere activation, independent of subjective truth or falsity, proposi-
tional reasoning is concerned with the validation of evaluations and beliefs. Associa-
tive processes are claimed to provide the basis for primitive affective reactions;
propositional processes are assumed to form the basis for evaluative judgments. Im-
plications of this conceptualization for a variety of questions are discussed, such as
automatic features of attitudes, processes of attitude formation and change, attitude
representation in memory, context–sensitivity and stability of attitudes, and the
difference between personal and cultural evaluations.

The attitude construct is probably one of the most important concepts in
psychology. A recent PsycINFO database search on attitude returned
40,850 hits. Attitudes are the subject of so much research because they
have proven to be highly consequential. Indeed, attitudes have been
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shown to guide human behavior in multiple ways, such as by influenc-
ing attention (e.g., Roskos–Ewoldsen & Fazio, 1992), categorization
(e.g., Smith, Fazio, & Cejka, 1996), memory (e.g., Ross, McFarland, &
Fletcher, 1981), interpretation (e.g., Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979), and in-
formation search (Frey, 1986). This ubiquity of attitudinal influence is
probably one of the reasons why the attitude construct was never aban-
doned despite recurrent controversies about its proper definition (Eagly
& Chaiken, 2005; Fazio, 1995; Schwarz & Bohner, 2001; Wilson &
Hodges, 1992; Zanna & Rempel, 1988). In fact, many researchers suc-
cessfully stayed away from these controversies by adopting an opera-
tional approach. In other words, researchers assessed attitudes with
commonly accepted measures and investigated the relation of these
measures to particular outcomes or their responsiveness to experimen-
tal manipulations, without devoting much attention to the conceptual
analysis of the attitude construct or to the extent to which operational
definitions provided a good approximation of that construct. This
operational approach allowed researchers to study “attitudes” despite
ongoing controversies about what an attitude is.

Over the last decade, however, the operational approach was chal-
lenged by the development of a new class of indirect measures that have
also been adopted in research on attitudes (for reviews, see Fazio &
Olson, 2003; Petty, Fazio, & Briñol, in press; Wittenbrink & Schwarz,
2007).1 These measures differ from traditional self–report measures,
such that they do not require an explicit evaluation of an object. Instead,
evaluations can be inferred from these measures based on participants’
performance in experimental paradigms, such as sequential priming
(Neely, 1977) or response compatibility tasks (Kornblum, Hasbroucq, &
Osman, 1990). Examples of these measures are the Implicit Association
Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), affective priming
(Fazio, Jackson, Dunton, & Williams, 1995), the Extrinsic Affective Si-
mon Task (De Houwer, 2003), the Go/No–Go Association Task (Nosek
& Banaji, 2001), and the Affect Misattribution Procedure (Payne, Cheng,
Govorun, & Stewart, 2005).

One problem that emerged with the development of these indirect
measures is that they often show dissociations from traditional self–re-
port measures. For instance, some factors have been shown to affect in-
directly assessed but not self–reported evaluations (e.g., Karpinski &
Hilton, 2001; Olson & Fazio, 2006), whereas other factors have been
shown to influence self–reported but not indirectly assessed evaluations
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(e.g., Gawronski & Strack, 2004; Gregg, Seibt, & Banaji, 2006). Given
these dissociations, the operational approach caused a much deeper,
more fundamental controversy regarding the proper definition of the at-
titude construct. If attitudes are defined implicitly by the measures used
to assess them, how can it be that different types of measures lead to dif-
ferent outcomes? Do people have multiple attitudes toward the same
object? If yes, is there something like a “real” attitude that can be con-
trasted with other sorts of evaluations, and which one is the “real”
attitude?

The main goal of the present article is to address these questions from
the perspective of our recently proposed Associative–Propositional
Evaluation Model (APE Model; Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a,
2006b). Drawing on integrative dual–process models of social informa-
tion processing (e.g., Smith & DeCoster, 2000; Strack & Deutsch, 2004),
the APE Model distinguishes between two different types of mental pro-
cesses that influence evaluative responses to an object: associative and
propositional processes. The crucial difference between these processes
is their dependency on truth values. Whereas the activation of associa-
tions can occur regardless of whether a person considers these associa-
tions to be true or false, processes of propositional reasoning are
generally concerned with the validation of evaluations and beliefs.

In the present article, we outline the basic assumptions of the APE
Model and discuss their implications for the conceptualization of atti-
tudes. For this purpose, we adopt a strategy that may appear somewhat
surprising. In order to avoid misinterpretations resulting from a priori
conceptualizations of the attitude construct, we will refrain from using
the term attitude until the very end of this article. Instead, we will focus
on the processes that underlie people’s tendency to respond either posi-
tively or negatively to a given object. In the final section of this article, we
will then come back to the original question and discuss how the term at-
titude may be most fruitfully defined, given our assumptions about the
mechanisms underlying positive or negative responses.

THE APE MODEL

The APE Model (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a, 2006b) argues that
there are two qualitatively distinct processes at work in the human mind.
Specifically, the model holds that tendencies to respond positively or neg-
atively to a given object can have their roots in two different types of men-
tal processes: associative and propositional processes. In advancing this
conceptualization, the APE model has been strongly influenced by earlier
dual–process approaches, such as Strack and Deutsch’s (2004) Reflec-
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tive–Impulsive Model and Smith and DeCoster’s (2000) distinction be-
tween associative and rule–based processes (see also Lieberman, Gaunt,
Gilbert, & Trope, 2002; Sloman, 1996). In fact, many of the basic assump-
tions of the APE Model are directly derived from these models. However,
the APE Model also goes beyond these models by making specific as-
sumptions about how cognitive consistency influences propositional rea-
soning, and thereby the mutual interplay between associative and
propositional processes.

ASSOCIATIVE AND PROPOSITIONAL PROCESSES

The first source of evaluative tendencies resides in associative processes,
which build the basis for immediate affective reactions to a given object. Spe-
cifically, we argue that people often show either positive or negative affec-
tive reactions to a given stimulus depending on the particular associations
that are activated in response to that stimulus. The defining feature of as-
sociative processes—and thus of the affective reactions resulting from ac-
tivated associations—is that they are independent of the assignment of
truth values (Strack & Deutsch, 2004). In other words, associations can be
activated irrespective of whether a person considers the evaluations im-
plied by these associations to be accurate or inaccurate. For example, the
activation level of negative associations regarding African Americans
may be high even though an individual regards these associations to be
inadequate or false (Devine, 1989; Monteith & Voils, 1998). Thus, affective
reactions resulting from activated associations are not “personal” in the
sense that they are not necessarily personally endorsed (cf. Arkes &
Tetlock, 2004). Instead, the primary determinants of association activation
are feature similarity and spatiotemporal contiguity (Bassili & Brown,
2005; Smith & DeCoster, 2000).

The second source of evaluative tendencies comes from propositional
processes, which build the basis for endorsed evaluative judgments about a
given object. According to the APE Model, processes of propositional
reasoning aim to determine the validity of evaluations and beliefs by as-
sessing their consistency with other relevant propositions (Jones &
Gerard, 1967; Quine & Ullian, 1978). Drawing on a central assumption of
Strack and Deutsch (2004), we argue that people typically translate their
spontaneous affective reaction to a given object into propositional for-
mat (e.g., a negative affective reaction to object × is transformed into the
proposition “I dislike X”). The resulting proposition is then subject to
syllogistic inferences that assess its validity. Thus, the most central fea-
ture that distinguishes propositional from associative processes is their
dependency on truth values. Whereas the activation of associations can
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occur regardless of whether a person considers these associations to be
true or false, processes of propositional reasoning are generally con-
cerned with the validation of evaluations and beliefs. Moreover,
whether or not the propositional evaluation implied by an affective reac-
tion will be explicitly endorsed depends on the subjective validity of that
evaluation, as determined by the consistency of this proposition with
other salient, relevant propositions (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a).

In line with other researchers (e.g., Strack & Deutsch, 2004), we argue
that the new class of indirect measures, such as the IAT (Greenwald et
al., 1998), and affective priming tasks (Fazio et al., 1995), provide a proxy
for primitive affective reactions that are independent of subjective truth
or falsity. These reactions primarily reflect the valence of the particular
associations that are activated by a given stimulus. In contrast, tradi-
tional self–report measures typically require an evaluative judgment of
an object. As such, evaluative responses on these measures are substan-
tially influenced by what respondents consider to be true or false. Put
differently, whereas the new class of indirect measures assesses the out-
come of associative processes (i.e., affective reactions), traditional
self–report measures assess the outcome of propositional processes (i.e.,
evaluative judgments).2

INTERPLAY BETWEEN ASSOCIATIVE
AND PROPOSITIONAL PROCESSES

According to the APE Model, associative and propositional processes
are qualitatively distinct in that associative processes are characterized
by the activation of associations, whereas propositional processes are
characterized by the validation of evaluations and beliefs (Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006b). It is important to note, however, that the two
kinds of processes are not mutually independent (Strack & Deutsch,
2004). As previously mentioned, associative processes can influence
propositional processes, such that the affective reactions resulting from
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activated associations provide inputs for processes of propositional rea-
soning. Moreover, propositional processes can impact associative pro-
cesses, such that processes of propositional reasoning may activate
particular associations in memory. The crucial question is when such
influences do or do not occur.

As for the influence of associative processes on propositional ones, we
argue that people tend to use the affective reactions resulting from acti-
vated associations as a basis for their evaluative judgments. In other
words, the default mode of propositional reasoning is the affirmation of
the validity of spontaneous affective reactions (Gilbert, 1991). However,
evaluative judgments can also be independent of affective reactions
when the propositional translation of these reactions is rejected as a
valid basis for an evaluative judgment. According to the APE Model, the
perceived validity of a proposition depends on its consistency with
other propositions that are momentarily considered to be relevant for
the judgment at hand (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). In the case of
evaluative judgments, such propositions may include nonevaluative
propositions referring to factual beliefs as well as propositional evalua-
tions of other attitude objects. These types of propositions resemble, re-
spectively, the belief premises and value premises in Jones and Gerard’s
(1967) syllogism model of attitude structure, as well as the beliefs and
evaluations that are hypothesized to give rise to attitudes in Fishbein
and Ajzen’s (1975) theory of reasoned action. If the evaluation implied
by an affective reaction is consistent with other relevant propositions, it
will most likely be considered valid and thus will serve as the basis for an
evaluative judgment. If, however, the evaluation implied by an affective
reaction is inconsistent with other relevant propositions, it may be con-
sidered invalid. For example, the propositional translation of a negative
affective reaction to a minority member (e.g., “I dislike African Ameri-
cans.”) may be inconsistent with the implication of propositional evalu-
ations of another attitude object (e.g., “It is bad to evaluate members of
disadvantaged minority groups negatively.”) and other nonevaluative
propositions (e.g., “African Americans are a disadvantaged minority
group.”). Hence, the resulting inconsistency between the three proposi-
tions may lead to a rejection of the negative affective reaction as a valid
basis for an evaluative judgment (Gawronski, Peters, Brochu, & Strack,
2006a). However, the negative affective reaction may still serve as the
basis for an evaluative judgment if either the nonevaluative proposition
is considered invalid (e.g., “African Americans are not a disadvantaged
minority group.”) or the propositional evaluation of another relevant
attitude object is rejected (e.g., “Negative evaluations of disadvantaged
minority members are okay.”).

As for the influence of propositional processes on associative pro-
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cesses, we argue that a crucial determinant of such influences is whether
propositional processes imply an affirmation or a negation of a given
evaluation (Deutsch, Gawronski, & Strack, 2006; Gawronski, Deutsch,
Mbirkou, Seibt, & Strack, in press). Drawing on a central assumption of
Strack and Deutsch’s (2004) Reflective–Impulsive Model, we argue that
propositional processes can influence affective reactions resulting from
activated associations when propositional reasoning activates new
evaluative associations. This is typically the case when processes of
propositional reasoning imply an affirmation of a given evaluation.
However, propositional processes should leave primitive affective reac-
tions unaffected when propositional reasoning simply leads to a rejec-
tion of these reactions as a basis for an evaluative judgment.3 This is
usually the case when processes of propositional reasoning imply a ne-
gation of a given evaluation. The central assumption underlying this
claim is that the validation process of affirming or negating a proposi-
tion implies an assignment of truth values, and thus cannot be per-
formed associatively (Deutsch et al., 2006). However, affirming or
negating a given proposition may still activate the associative compo-
nents of that proposition (e.g., Grant, Malaviya, & Sternthal, 2004). Thus,
affirming a propositional evaluation should directly activate its under-
lying associative evaluation (e.g., affirming the proposition old people are
good drivers activates old people and good drivers). However, negating a
propositional evaluation should activate the underlying non–negated
associative evaluation (e.g., negating the proposition old people are bad
drivers activates old people and bad drivers), which often leads to ironic
effects on the associative level (Wegner, 1994).

CONSISTENCY AND ELABORATION

As outlined above, consistency plays a significant role in assessing the va-
lidity of propositions. In fact, we argue that consistency is exclusively a
concern of propositional reasoning (Gawronski & Strack, 2004;
Gawronski, Strack, & Bodenhausen, in press). According to the APE
Model, consistency results from a propositional process of consistency as-
sessment that is based on the assignment of truth values and the applica-
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tion of syllogistic rules and logical principles (Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006a). From a logical perspective, two propositions are
consistent with each other when both are regarded as true, and one does
not imply the opposite of the other. In contrast, two propositions are in-
consistent when both are regarded as true, and one follows from the op-
posite of the other (see Festinger, 1957). Importantly, because
(in)consistency between two propositions cannot even be defined with-
out an assignment of truth values, inconsistency has to be resolved by
means of propositional reasoning (i.e., either by changing the truth value
of one proposition, or by finding an additional proposition that resolves
the inconsistency) (Quine & Ullian, 1978). For example, if exposure to a
minority member activates negative associations, people may either reject
the evaluation implied by their negative affective reaction because of its
inconsistency with other accepted propositions (see above), or they may
find an additional proposition that resolves the inconsistency (e.g., “This
African American person was very unfriendly.”). These assumptions
were supported by Gawronski and Strack (2004), who showed that cogni-
tive dissonance leads to changes in self–reported evaluative judgments,
but not in indirectly assessed affective reactions. Moreover, self–reported
evaluations were significantly related to indirectly assessed evaluations
when dissonance could be resolved by an additional proposition, but not
when dissonance was resolved by a rejection of affective reactions as a
basis for evaluative judgments.

An important secondary factor that can influence the perceived valid-
ity of a given proposition is the number of other propositions that are
considered in forming a specific judgment. Typically, the more proposi-
tions a person considers for an evaluative judgment, the more likely it
becomes that the propositional translation of an affective reaction is in-
consistent with other relevant propositions, and thus will be rejected as a
basis for the judgment. This assumption resembles the claims of earlier
models (e.g., Fazio & Olson, 2003; Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000) ar-
guing that higher levels of cognitive elaboration typically reduce the re-
lation between self–reported and indirectly assessed evaluations (e.g.,
Florack, Scarabis, & Bless, 2001; Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner,
Le, & Schmitt, 2005; Koole, Dijksterhuis, & Van Knippenberg, 2001).
However, the APE Model differs from these models with regard to its as-
sumptions about the underlying processes. According to the APE
Model, higher levels of cognitive elaboration should enhance the com-
plexity of propositional reasoning by increasing the number of judg-
ment–relevant propositions that are considered in addition to one’s
affective reaction (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). To the extent that
any of these additional propositions is inconsistent with the affective re-
action, the extra elaboration will be likely to reduce the impact of affec-
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tive reactions on evaluative judgments. This assumption is consistent
with research by Shiv and Nowlis (2004) showing that evaluative judg-
ments about consumer products were more likely influenced by affec-
tive rather than informational components when cognitive elaboration
was low. In contrast, evaluative judgments were more likely influenced
by informational rather than affective components when cognitive
elaboration was high.

Notwithstanding these findings, it is important to note that increased
cognitive elaboration does not inevitably reduce the impact of affective
reactions on evaluative judgments. According to the APE Model, cogni-
tive elaboration should reduce the impact of affective reactions on
evaluative judgments only if additionally considered propositions
question the validity of one’s affective reaction as a basis for an
evaluative judgment (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). However, if
additionally considered propositions do not question the validity of
one’s affective reaction, the impact of affective reactions on evaluative
judgments should be unaffected by cognitive elaboration. Moreover, if
additionally considered propositions confirm the subjective validity of
one’s affective reaction, the impact of affective reactions on evaluative
judgments should actually increase (rather than decrease) as a function
of cognitive elaboration. For example, if increased cognitive elaboration
identifies an additional proposition (e.g., “This African American per-
son was very unfriendly.”) that resolves the inconsistency between a
propositionally transformed affective reaction (e.g., “I dislike African
Americans.”), other nonevaluative propositions (e.g., “African Ameri-
cans are a disadvantaged minority group.”), and propositional evalua-
tions of other attitude objects (e.g., “It is bad to evaluate members of
disadvantaged minority groups negatively.”), then the impact of the af-
fective reaction on evaluative judgments should actually increase rather
than decrease as a function of cognitive elaboration. This conceptualiza-
tion deviates from earlier models arguing that the relation between
self–reported and indirectly assessed evaluations primarily depends on
motivational factors, such as social desirability (e.g., Greenwald et al.,
2002) or motivation to control (e.g., Fazio et al., 1995). In the APE Model,
the primary determinant of this relation is cognitive rather than motiva-
tional in nature (i.e., the consistency of affective reactions with other rel-
evant propositions) (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006b). To be sure,
motivational processes may nevertheless be important, as they can in-
fluence propositional processes via motivated reasoning (Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006a). However, such motivational influences are indi-
rect rather than direct, in that they are mediated by the propositional
process of consistency assessment. This assumption is supported by a
meta–analysis conducted by Hofmann et al. (2005), who found that
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social desirability did not predict variations in correlations between
self–reported and indirectly assessed evaluations above and beyond
spontaneity in the course of making a judgment.

AUTOMATIC FEATURES OF AFFECTIVE REACTIONS

Indirect measures, such as the IAT; Greenwald et al., 1998) or affective
priming (Fazio et al., 1995), are often assumed to reflect automatic evalu-
ations of an object. We agree with the contention that affective reactions
reflected in these measures may indeed have some features of
automaticity. However, given the multifaceted nature of automaticity
(Bargh, 1994), it seems most prudent to fine–tune empirical claims about
the automaticity of evaluation. In that spirit, we argue that whether af-
fective reactions are automatic is a question that needs to be assessed
separately for each of the four aspects of automaticity: awareness,
intentionality, efficiency, and controllability.4

AWARENESS

In terms of the first aspect of automaticity, evaluations assessed with in-
direct measures are often regarded as introspectively inaccessible or un-
conscious (e.g., Banaji, Lemm, & Carpenter, 2001; Wilson, 2002). The
APE Model disagrees with this contention. To be sure, the new class of
indirect measures does not require introspection for the assessment of an
evaluation. However, this does not imply that the assessed evaluation is
necessarily unconscious (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2007).

In our conceptualization, evaluative responses assessed with indirect
measures reflect affective reactions resulting from activated associa-
tions. Moreover, we assume that people generally (although not inevita-
bly) do have some degree of conscious access to their affective reactions
and that they tend to rely upon these reactions in making evaluative
judgments. Still, people also sometimes reject their affective reactions as
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a valid basis for an evaluative judgment when these reactions are incon-
sistent with other momentarily considered propositions. However, this
independence of affective reactions and evaluative judgments does not
imply that the affective reactions are unconscious. This claim is consis-
tent with a recent review by Gawronski, Hofmann, and Wilbur (2006),
who found no evidence for the assumption that indirect measures assess
introspectively inaccessible or unconscious evaluations. Rather, the im-
pact of indirectly assessed evaluations on evaluative judgments seems
to depend on several factors that can be directly derived from the APE
Model, such as, for example, the degree of cognitive elaboration in the
course of making an evaluative judgment (e.g., Florack et al., 2001;
Hofmann et al., 2005; Koole et al., 2001).

It is important to note, however, that even though people may com-
monly be consciously aware of the affective reactions resulting from ac-
tivated associations, they may be unaware of the associative processes
that lead to these reactions (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). For example,
Lewicki (1985) showed that people can develop evaluative (avoidance)
responses toward previously unfamiliar persons, based on their superfi-
cial similarity to a previously encountered person, yet they are not be
able to articulate the reasons for these reactions. The influence of the pre-
viously encountered person was thus operating outside of awareness. In
terms of the APE Model, such effects can be explained by the processes
that influence association activation, in this case feature similarity (see
Bassili & Brown, 2005; Smith & DeCoster, 2000). Specifically, the feature
similarity between the two individuals may activate specific associa-
tions related to your old friend, thus leading to a positive affective reac-
tion. Most important, these associations may often remain unconscious
even when people are consciously aware of the affective reaction result-
ing from these associations. In other words, people may be consciously
aware of their affective reactions to a person or object, but they may be
unaware of the associative processes that have led to these reactions
(e.g., Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1997; Lieberman, Ochsner,
Gilbert, & Schachter, 2001; see also Gawronski, Bodenhausen, & Becker,
2007). This assumption implies that people may sometimes confuse ob-
ject–related affective reactions with transient mood states, thus leading
to evaluative judgments that directly reflect the valence of a current
mood state (e.g., Schwarz & Clore, 1983).

INTENTIONALITY

In regard to the second aspect of automaticity, evaluations assessed with
indirect measures are often regarded as unintentional—that is, the acti-
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vation of evaluative associations and their resulting affective reactions is
assumed to occur irrespective of the intention to evaluate an object (e.g.,
Bargh, Chaiken, Raymond, & Hymes, 1996). Even though the capability
of some indirect measures to assess goal–independent evaluations is
controversial (e.g., De Houwer, Hermans, Rothermund & Wentura,
2002; De Houwer & Randell, 2004; Klauer & Musch, 2002), there is evi-
dence from cognitive neuroscience suggesting that affective responses
in the amygdala and in the right insula are indeed independent of the in-
tention to evaluate (e.g., Cunningham, Raye, & Johnson, 2004; see also
Cunningham, Zelazo, Packer, & Van Bavel, this issue). Based on these
findings, affective reactions can be regarded as fulfilling the second cri-
terion of automaticity, in that they can be activated unintentionally. It is
important to note, however, that the existence of spontaneous evalua-
tions does not imply that affective reactions cannot also be activated by
intentional processes. As outlined above, processes of propositional rea-
soning may influence the activation of associations—and thus affective
reactions—when they imply an affirmation of a particular evaluation.
Thus, even though the activation of affective reactions does not require
intention, intentional processes may still modulate affective reactions.
We will return to this issue when we discuss controllability as the fourth
marker of automaticity.

EFFICIENCY

With respect to the third aspect of automaticity, evaluations assessed
with indirect measures are often considered to be efficient, in that they
do not require much cognitive capacity in order to become activated.
The APE Model generally agrees with this contention. However, as with
intentionality, it is important to note that the efficiency of activation pro-
cesses does not imply that affective reactions cannot also be the result of
effortful processes. Even though evaluative associations—and thus af-
fective reactions resulting from these associations—do not require cogni-
tive effort to become activated, evaluative associations can be activated
in the course of propositional reasoning when people retrieve new
evaluative information from memory (e.g., De Houwer, 2006b; see also
Blair, Ma, & Lenton, 2001). Given that such retrieval processes can be
more or less effortful, affective reactions resulting from activated
associations can also be the product of effortful processes.

Similar considerations apply to evaluative judgments based on pro-
cesses of propositional reasoning. As outlined in the context of cognitive
elaboration, the content of propositional reasoning can be more or less
complex, depending on the number of propositions that are momen-
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tarily considered for a particular judgment. Thus, evaluative judgments
can be the result of highly effortful processes when people retrieve addi-
tional information from memory that might be relevant for the judg-
ment. In this case, whether or not affective reactions form the basis for an
evaluative judgment depends on the consistency of this reaction with
the information retrieved from memory. However, evaluative judg-
ments can also be made without investing a high amount of cognitive ef-
fort. In such cases, people tend to base their evaluative judgments on
their affective reactions while ignoring other potentially relevant infor-
mation about the attitude object (e.g., Shiv & Novlis, 2004). Thus, it is not
the propositional process of generating an evaluative judgment that is
cognitively effortful (cf. Strack & Deutsch, 2004). Rather, propositional
processes can be more or less effortful depending on the relative number
of propositions that are considered for a particular judgment
(Kruglanski & Thompson, 1999).

CONTROLLABILITY

The fourth aspect of automaticity, uncontrollability, has also been used
to characterize indirectly assessed evaluations. According to Bargh
(1994), controllability refers to people’s ability to alter or terminate a
given process. Hence, the activation of evaluative associations—and
thus of the affective reactions resulting from these associations—would
be uncontrollable if this activation process cannot be altered or termi-
nated once it is initiated. Drawing on the basic assumptions of the APE
Model, we argue that the controllability of affective reactions depends
on the nature of the adopted control strategy. The crucial factor that de-
termines success in controlling affective reactions is whether the
adopted control strategy implies a negation of an already activated eval-
uation or an affirmation of a new evaluation (Deutsch et al., 2006; see
also Strack & Deutsch, 2004). As outlined above, a negation of affective
reactions simply leads to a propositional rejection of the validity of these
reactions. Such a rejection reduces the influence of affective reactions on
evaluative judgments. However, it does not alter or terminate the affec-
tive reactions per se. In contrast, an affirmation of new evaluative infor-
mation typically activates new evaluative associations in memory,
which in turn should directly influence the affective reactions resulting
from activated associations. These assumptions are supported by re-
search on emotion regulation, showing that deliberate attempts to sup-
press affective reactions (i.e., negation) usually leave these reactions
unaffected, whereas attempts to attribute a different meaning to the re-
sponse-eliciting stimulus via reappraisal (an affirmational strategy) is
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capable of modifying affective reactions (e.g., Butler et al., 2003; Gross,
1998). In a similar vein, Gawronski, Deutsch et al. (in press) have shown
that only training in the affirmation of stereotype–inconsistent
information, but not training in the negation of stereotype–consistent
information, leads to a subsequent reduction in stereotype activation (cf.
Kawakami, Dovidio, Moll, Hermsen, & Russin, 2000).

SUMMARY

The present considerations underscore the importance of theoretical
specificity in making empirical claims about the automaticity of evalua-
tion. Rather than characterizing evaluative processes as inherently or
monolithically automatic, it is important to delineate when, and in what
senses, evaluative processes are likely to operate in an automatic fash-
ion. More precisely, we argued that (a) affective reactions are most often
consciously accessible; (b) affective reactions do not require intention to
get activated, although they can get activated intentionally, (c) affective
reactions do not require much cognitive capacity to get activated, al-
though they can get activated by effortful processes; and (d) whether or
not affective reactions can be successfully controlled depends on
whether the employed control strategy involves an affirmation or a
negation focus.

CHANGES IN ASSOCIATIVE AND
PROPOSITIONAL PROCESSES

Originally, indirect measures were assumed to assess highly robust
evaluative representations that have their roots in long–term socializa-
tion experiences (e.g., Dovidio, Kawakami, & Beach, 2001; Petty,
Tormala, Briñol, & Jarvis, 2006; Rudman, 2004; Wilson et al., 2000). This
assumption stands in contrast to more recent research showing that
evaluations assessed with indirect measures are highly context–sensi-
tive and sometimes are much easier to change than self–reported evalu-
ations (for a review, see Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). In fact,
previous research has obtained a very heterogeneous set of findings,
with some studies showing changes in self–reported, but not indirectly
assessed evaluations (e.g., Gawronski & Strack, 2004; Gregg et al., 2006);
changes in indirectly assessed, but not self–reported evaluations (e.g.,
Karpinski & Hilton, 2001; Olson & Fazio, 2006); antagonistic changes in
self–reported and indirectly assessed evaluations (e.g., Rydell,
McConnell, Mackie, & Strain, 2006; Strack & Deutsch, 2004); and corre-
sponding changes in self–reported and indirectly assessed evaluations
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(e.g., Olson & Fazio 2001; Richeson & Nussbaum, 2004). Even though
this variety of patterns seems rather difficult to explain from the per-
spective of extant models of attitude change (e.g., Albarracín, 2002; Chen
& Chaiken, 1999; Kruglanski & Thompson, 1999; Petty & Wegener,
1999), the APE Model makes specific predictions about the particular
conditions producing each of these patterns (Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006a). Drawing on the distinction between associative
and propositional processes, there are two questions that need to be an-
swered in order to determine the specific pattern that can be expected for
a given factor’s influence on evaluations: (a) which of the two kinds of
processes is directly influenced in the first place, and (b) do changes in
one kind of process lead to indirect changes in the other process? In the
following sections, we first discuss factors that may influence
associative and propositional processes and then turn to the questions of
direct versus indirect effects and relative robustness.

INFLUENCES ON ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSES

In our original presentation of the APE Model (Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006a), we argued that the activation of associations de-
pends on two factors: (a) the preexisting structure of associations in
memory, and (b) the particular set of input stimuli. This assumption re-
sembles the notion of pattern activation implied by parallel distributed
processing models (Smith, 1996; see also Conrey & Smith, this issue). In
these models, the term pattern activation refers to the idea that association
activation is not an all–or–none process, such that encountering a given
object activates each and every mental association of that object. Rather,
a particular stimulus event will activate only a limited subset of all asso-
ciations available in memory. Which subset of associations is activated
depends on the particular configuration of input stimuli. For example,
the associative pattern activated by the stimuli basketball and gym may
include concepts such as bouncing but not concepts like floating. How-
ever, the associative pattern activated by the stimuli basketball and water
may include concepts like floating but not bouncing. In other words, even
though the concept basketball is associated with both bouncing and float-
ing in memory, which of the two becomes activated depends on the par-
ticular context in which the stimulus basketball is encountered (see
Barsalou, 1982). Thus, applied to evaluative responses, one and the same
object may activate different associative patterns, and thus different af-
fective reactions, depending on the particular context in which the object
is encountered (e.g., Barden, Maddux, Petty, & Brewer, 2004;
Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 2001).
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However, this does not imply that affective reactions are purely con-
text driven, as association activation additionally depends on the
pre-existing structure of associations in memory. Given the general no-
tion of pattern activation, changes in association activation—and thus in
the affective reactions resulting from these associations—can be due ei-
ther to (a) changes in the particular set of input stimuli, or (b) changes in
the structure of associations in memory. Whereas the first factor reflects
the context–sensitive nature of evaluations (see Schwarz, this issue), the
second factor points to the chronic or dispositional nature of evaluations
(see Fazio, this issue). Evidence for the first type of influence is implied
by research showing that the valence of affective reactions to one and the
same individual depends on the particular context in which this individ-
ual is encountered (e.g., Barden et al., 2004; Wittenbrink et al., 2001); evi-
dence for the second type of influence comes from research on
evaluative conditioning showing that repeated pairings of a neutral con-
ditioned stimulus (CS) with positive or negative unconditioned stimuli
(US) can lead to subsequent changes in affective reactions to the
formerly neutral CS (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2001, 2006).

INFLUENCES ON PROPOSITIONAL PROCESSES

According to the APE Model, evaluative judgments are the result of
propositional reasoning. Thus, any factor that influences the outcome of
propositional reasoning is likely to affect evaluative judgments.
Gawronski and Bodenhausen (2006a) identified three such factors: (a)
changes in the affective reaction to an object, (b) changes in the set of con-
sidered propositions, and (c) changes in the strategy to achieve
consistency.

The first type of influence involves cases in which temporary or persis-
tent changes in the affective reaction to an object are taken as a basis for
an evaluative judgment. As outlined above, such a reliance on affective
reactions is likely to occur when these reactions are consistent with all
other momentarily considered propositions. Consistent with this as-
sumption, Gawronski and LeBel (2007) have shown that changes in the
affective reaction to a given object (e.g., as a result of evaluative condi-
tioning) led to corresponding changes in evaluative judgments only
when participants focused on their feelings in the course of making their
judgments. However, persistent changes in the affective reaction left
evaluative judgments unaffected when participants were asked to focus
on their knowledge about the attitude object.

The second type of influence is represented by cases in which people
are exposed to or retrieve additional information about an object that
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promotes a different evaluative judgment of that object. An illustrative
example for such cases is research on persuasion in which participants
are typically presented with either strong or weak arguments favoring a
particular evaluation (for a review, see Crano & Prislin, 2006). In terms
of the APE Model, exposure to persuasive arguments adds new proposi-
tions to the set of propositions that are considered for an evaluative
judgment (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). If such changes in the set
of considered propositions imply a different evaluation, exposure to
persuasive arguments is likely to change evaluative judgments. How-
ever, if the changes in the set of considered propositions do not imply a
different evaluation, exposure to persuasive arguments may leave
evaluative judgments unaffected.

The third type of influence involves cases in which people consider the
same set of inconsistent propositions but change their strategy to resolve
the inconsistency. Drawing on the example outlined above, a negative
affective reaction to a minority member (e.g., “I dislike African Ameri-
cans.”) may be inconsistent with the propositional evaluation of another
attitude object (e.g., “It is bad to evaluate members of disadvantaged mi-
nority groups negatively.”) and other nonevaluative propositions (e.g.,
“African Americans are a disadvantaged minority group.”). Hence, the
resulting inconsistency between the three propositions may lead to a re-
jection of the negative affective reaction as a valid basis for an evaluative
judgment (Gawronski, Peters et al., 2006). However, the negative affec-
tive reaction may still serve as a basis for an evaluative judgment if either
the nonevaluative proposition is considered invalid (e.g., “African
Americans are not a disadvantaged minority group.”) or the proposi-
tional evaluation of another relevant attitude object is rejected (e.g.,
“Negative evaluations of disadvantaged minority members are okay.”).
Thus, any factor that promotes a change in the strategy to achieve
consistency can lead to changes in evaluative judgments.

DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT INFLUENCES

An important aspect in the APE Model is whether the impact of a given
factor on a particular type of evaluative response is direct or indirect
(Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a). As outlined above, direct changes
in the affective reaction to a given object may or may not lead to indirect
changes in evaluative judgments depending on whether the affective re-
action is used as a basis for an evaluative judgment (e.g., Gawronski &
LeBel, 2007). If the new affective reaction is consistent with the set of mo-
mentarily considered propositions, it will most likely be used for an
evaluative judgment, thus leading to an indirect change in evaluative
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judgments that is mediated by changes in affective reactions. If, how-
ever, the new affective reaction is inconsistent with the set of momen-
tarily considered propositions, it may be rejected as a basis for an
evaluative judgment. In this case, changes in affective reactions will
leave evaluative judgments unaffected. Whereas the first case should
lead to corresponding changes in self–reported and indirectly assessed
evaluations with changes in self–reported evaluations being fully medi-
ated by changes in indirectly assessed evaluations, the second case
should change only indirectly assessed but not self–reported
evaluations.

Similar considerations apply to direct influences on propositional rea-
soning that may or may not lead to an indirect change in the affective re-
actions resulting from activated associations. As outlined above,
processes of propositional reasoning are likely to influence affective re-
actions when they imply an affirmation of a new evaluation, but not
when they involve a negation of an already activated evaluation.
Whereas the first case should lead to corresponding changes in self–re-
ported and indirectly assessed evaluations with changes in indirectly as-
sessed evaluations being fully mediated by changes in self–reported
evaluations, the second case should change only self–reported but not
indirectly assessed evaluations.

RELATIVE ROBUSTNESS

As previously noted, the assumption that indirect measures provide ac-
cess to highly robust evaluative representations (e.g., Dovidio et al.,
2001; Petty et al., 2006; Rudman, 2004; Wilson et al., 2000) has been chal-
lenged by research, showing that evaluations assessed with indirect
measures are highly context–sensitive, and sometimes are much easier
to change than self–reported evaluations (for a review, see Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006a). From the perspective of the APE Model, the ques-
tion of relative robustness of the two types of evaluative responses can-
not be answered without specifying the nature of the influencing factors.
For instance, factors that have a direct effect on the activation of associa-
tions may be more likely to influence affective reactions rather than
evaluative judgments (e.g., when affective reactions are rejected as a ba-
sis for an evaluative judgment). Conversely, factors that have a direct ef-
fect on propositional reasoning may be more likely to influence
evaluative judgments rather than affective reactions (e.g., when propo-
sitional reasoning leads to a negation rather than an affirmation of a par-
ticular evaluation). Thus, whether self–reported or indirectly assessed
evaluations are more robust overall depends on the prevalence of the re-
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spective factors. From this perspective, the question of relative robust-
ness may be regarded as disoriented. The relative robustness of a
particular type of evaluation is determined by the nature of the influenc-
ing factor, not by the type of evaluation per se. For instance, a change in
the affective reactions resulting from associative processes (e.g., as a re-
sult of evaluative conditioning) may influence only indirectly but not di-
rectly assessed evaluations, when these reactions are rejected as a basis
for an evaluative judgment (e.g., Gawronski & LeBel, 2007; see also
Karpinski & Hilton, 2001; Olson & Fazio, 2006). Conversely, a change in
the strategy to achieve consistency (e.g., as a result of cognitive disso-
nance) may influence only directly but not indirectly assessed evalua-
tions, when this change simply leads to a rejection of affective reactions
as a basis for an evaluative judgment (e.g., Gawronski & Strack, 2004; see
also Gregg et al., 2006). Thus, either type of evaluation can be more or
less robust than the other, depending on (a) the associative versus
propositional nature of a given influence and (b) the presence versus
absence of indirect effects of one type of process on the other.

MEMORY AND REPRESENTATION

So far, we have mainly focused on the processes that underlie positive or
negative responses to a given object. Obviously, these processes presup-
pose at least some kind of stored memory representation upon which
they are based. In the following sections, we will outline the notion of
memory representation from the perspective of the APE Model. The two
major issues that we discuss are (a) the antagonism between dynamic
and stable features of evaluations and (b) the difference between
personal versus cultural associations.

STABILITY VERSUS CONTEXT–SENSITIVITY

The APE Model implies that both associative and propositional pro-
cesses are dynamic in the sense that both are sensitive to contextual in-
fluences. For associative processes, a dynamic aspect is implied by the
notion of pattern activation, which involves a significant role of the
particular set of input stimuli. For propositional processes, a dynamic
aspect is implied by the notion of consistency assessment, which attrib-
utes an important role to the particular set of momentarily considered
propositions. From this perspective, both affective reactions and
evaluative judgments may be regarded as being constructed on the
spot (Schwarz & Bohner, 2001; Wilson & Hodges, 1992; see also
Schwarz, this issue).
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Notwithstanding these dynamic features, it is obvious that many
evaluative responses show at least some degree of stability across con-
texts. Our affective reaction toward rotten eggs will likely be the same
regardless of the particular context in which they are encountered. In a
similar vein, our evaluative judgments of George W. Bush may primar-
ily depend on our political orientation rather than on fluctuating con-
texts. For affective reactions, stability is likely to prevail when the
associative representation of a given object is relatively homogeneous,
such that different sets of input stimuli activate similar patterns of asso-
ciations. However, if the associative representation of an object is rather
heterogeneous, different sets of input stimuli may activate different pat-
terns of associations, thus leading to different affective reactions as a
function of the particular context. A crucial factor that determines the
heterogeneity of associative representations is the heterogeneity of prior
experiences with the attitude object (Rydell & Gawronski, 2006). Specifi-
cally, we argue that new experiences do not override or erase old associ-
ations, but simply add new associations to the already existing
representation (Gregg et al., 2006; Petty et al., 2006). This assumption de-
viates from other models (e.g., Wilson et al., 2000) claiming that indi-
rectly assessed evaluations reflect earlier experiences whereas
self–reported evaluations reflect more recent experiences. In contrast to
these models, we claim that both earlier and recent experiences influ-
ence the associative representation of an object, and that whichever sub-
set of associations gets activated depends on the particular context in
which the object is encountered. Thus, if prior experiences with an object
were relatively heterogeneous, different contexts may activate different
subsets of the associative representation, thus leading to different
affective reactions to that object. If, however, prior experiences were
relatively homogeneous, the same pattern of associations may be
activated regardless of the particular context.

For evaluative judgments, stability will prevail when the outcome of
propositional reasoning is consistent across different contexts. Accord-
ing to the APE Model, people may show stability in evaluative judg-
ments (a) when they generally base their evaluative judgments on their
affective reactions and these reactions are stable across contexts or (b)
they generally consider the same set of propositions for an evaluative
judgment and at the same time adopt the same strategy to resolve poten-
tial inconsistencies among these propositions. However, people should
show cross–situational variation in their evaluative judgments when
any of the conditions implied in these two cases is violated. For example,
if people generally base their evaluative judgments on their affective re-
actions, evaluative judgments may exhibit either a high or low level of
stability, depending on the cross–situational stability of these reactions.
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However, even if affective reactions show a low level of stability,
evaluative judgments could still exhibit a high level of stability if people
generally reject their affective reactions as a valid basis for an evaluative
judgment, consistently consider the same set of propositions, and em-
ploy the same strategy to achieve consistency. Thus, even though the
APE Model attributes a significant role to dynamic features, it makes
specific  predictions  regarding  the  conditions  under  which  stability
should prevail.

PERSONAL VERSUS CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS

Many researchers share the assumption that the new indirect measures
assess affective responses that have their roots in evaluative associations
(Fazio & Olson, 2003). However, there is some controversy as to whether
these associations reflect personal or cultural evaluations. Olson and
Fazio (2004), for example, argued that the standard variant of the IAT
(Greenwald et al., 1998) conflates personal with cultural associations
(see also Arkes & Tetlock, 2004). To overcome this problem, they sug-
gested a modified version of the IAT that was intended to reduce the im-
pact of cultural associations and thereby provide a more reliable
measure of personal associations.

We argue that a theoretical distinction between personal and cultural
associations is difficult to maintain from a representational perspective
(Smith, 1998). Specifically, the proposed distinction implies that the rep-
resentation of associations in memory can differ as a function of their
source. In other words, for this distinction to hold, the source of an asso-
ciation (i.e., personal vs. cultural) must be an essential part of its cogni-
tive representation. This assumption, however, seems implausible from
the perspective of research on source memory, which suggests an inde-
pendent representation of source information in memory (for a review,
see Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993). A similar conclusion can be
drawn from research on the sleeper effect, which also suggests that
source and content information are stored independently in memory
(for a meta–analysis, see Kumkale & Albarracín, 2004).

Drawing on the basic assumptions of the APE Model, we argue that
the personal character of associations is determined by their endorse-
ment on the propositional level rather than by the nature of their repre-
sentation in memory (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2006a)—that is, the
representation of associations in memory does not differ as a function of
whether they are personal or cultural. Rather, some of these associations
may be more likely to be endorsed, whereas others may be rejected as a
basis for propositional judgments. Still, procedural differences between
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tasks may make some indirect measures more likely to tap associations
that are propositionally endorsed (e.g., Olson & Fazio, 2004). However,
this personal character is determined by propositional processes rather
than by the representation of the underlying associations in memory. It
is an interesting empirical question as to whether individuals experience
their evaluative associations as being personal versus cultural products
(see Uhlmann & Nosek, 2005), but in our view such attributions arise
from propositional processes rather than from different kinds of
associative representations.

WHAT IS AN ATTITUDE?

What implications do these considerations have for the definition of atti-
tude? Given the complexity of factors that contribute to positive or nega-
tive responses toward an object, the answer is certainly not
straightforward. Some theorists have argued that attitudes should be
defined as object–evaluation associations (e.g., Fazio, 1995; see also
Fazio, this issue). In terms of the APE Model, this definition would ex-
clusively refer to structural aspects of associative memory. However,
other researchers seem to reserve the term attitude for explicitly en-
dorsed evaluations (e.g., Karpinski & Hilton, 2001; Kruglanski &
Stroebe, 2005; see also Schwarz, this issue). In the APE Model such a defi-
nition would exclusively refer to the outcome of propositional pro-
cesses, namely evaluative judgments. However, other researchers have
defined attitude as a psychological tendency to evaluate an object with
some degree of favor or disfavor (e.g., Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; see also
Eagly & Chaiken, this issue). Given that evaluative tendencies may take
the form of affective reactions or evaluative judgments, this definition
would refer to the outcome of both associative and propositional
processes.

We think that there are plausible arguments for any of these positions
and that the controversy between their proponents may be difficult to re-
solve. However, a possible solution that may facilitate the communica-
tion between the theorists of different camps is to focus on the processes
underlying different kinds of evaluative responses. The APE Model
identifies two different types of evaluative responses: affective reactions
and evaluative judgments. Whereas affective reactions are assumed to
have their roots in associative processes that are characterized by mere
activation independent of subjective truth or falsity, evaluative judg-
ments have their roots in processes of propositional reasoning that are
concerned with the validation of evaluations and beliefs. Thus, when
studying the determinants and the consequences of evaluative re-
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sponses, researchers should specify the particular aspect of the re-
sponses to which they refer. This strategy provides a common ground
for discussions of any empirical question that has been addressed in atti-
tudes research. Still, the term attitude could be used as a general integra-
tive label that subsumes any aspect or process that is responsible for
positive or negative responses toward a given object.

The strategy to focus on specific processes underlying evaluative re-
sponses may also help to resolve other controversies that currently pre-
vail in attitudes research. For instance, some researchers have argued
that we hold only one attitude toward a given object, but that this atti-
tude can be measured either directly or indirectly (e.g., Fazio & Olson,
2003). In contrast, other researchers have claimed that we often hold two
attitudes toward the same object (i.e., an explicit and an implicit atti-
tude), and that direct and indirect measures are differentially sensitive
in assessing these two types of attitudes (e.g., Wilson et al., 2000). This
controversy, in turn, raised the question of which type of measure pro-
vides access to the “real” attitude. Whereas some researchers seem to
suggest that indirect measures assess the “real” attitude (e.g., Fazio et
al., 1995), others seem to suggest that direct self–report measures tap
into the “real” attitude (e.g., Karpinski & Hilton, 2001). The APE Model
provides a new perspective that may help to resolve these controversies.
Although we argue that there are two different types of evaluative re-
sponses (i.e., affective reactions and evaluative judgments), the mere
fact that these responses can be different does not imply that people hold
two different attitudes toward the same object (cf. Wilson et al., 2000).
Rather, the specific interplay of associative and propositional processes
may sometimes lead to corresponding and sometimes to
noncorresponding evaluations for the two types of responses. Thus, dis-
sociations between the two have their roots in different underlying pro-
cesses, not in two different attitudes that are stored independently in
memory. Moreover, both types of responses are “real” in the sense that
they reflect evaluative reactions to a given object that have behavioral
consequences (e.g., Dovidio, Kawakami, Johnson, Johnson, & Howard,
1997; Fazio et al., 1995; Hofmann, Rauch, & Gawronski, 2007; McConnell
& Leibold, 2001). Thus, the questions of “how many attitudes do we
hold?” or “which attitude is the ‘real’ one?” become obsolete when they
are considered from the perspective of the APE Model.

Finally, it may be useful to relate the assumptions of the APE Model to
a relatively widespread conceptualization: tripartite models of attitudes
(see Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). Even though there are different interpreta-
tions of the tripartite approach, all of them share the assumption that at-
titudes involve three major components: an affective component, a
cognitive component, and a behavioral component. All these compo-
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nents can also be found in the APE Model. The affective component is
represented by the affective reactions resulting from activated associa-
tions. These reactions often provide the basis for evaluative judgments.
However, evaluative judgments can also be independent of affective re-
actions when the propositional translation of these reactions is inconsis-
tent with other momentarily considered propositions. These other
propositions may be regarded as the cognitive component that influ-
ences evaluative judgments above and beyond affective reactions. Fi-
nally, a behavioral component is implied by the fact that both affective
reactions and evaluative judgments have behavioral counterparts, such
that affective reactions assessed with indirect measures are more likely
to predict spontaneous rather than deliberate behavior, whereas
evaluative judgments assessed with self–report measures are more
likely to predict deliberate rather than spontaneous behavior (e.g.,
Dovidio et al., 1997; Fazio et al., 1995; McConnell & Leibold, 2001). From
this perspective, the APE Model includes all three components that have
been addressed by classic tripartite models of attitudes. However, the
APE Model goes beyond these models by making specific assumptions
about their mutual interplay.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we believe that the APE Model provides a useful frame-
work for the study of evaluative responses. Specifically, we suggest that
current controversies about the proper definition of the term attitude
could be resolved by focusing on the specific processes underlying posi-
tive or negative responses to a given object. In the present article, we
identified two different types of evaluative responses: affective reac-
tions and evaluative judgments. Whereas affective reactions are as-
sumed to have their roots in associative processes that are characterized
be mere activation, independent of subjective truth or falsity, evaluative
judgments have their roots in processes of propositional reasoning that
are concerned with the validation of evaluations and beliefs. Thus, when
studying the determinants and consequences of evaluative responses,
researchers might profitably specify the particular aspect of these re-
sponses to which they refer. Still, all of these aspects may be subsumed
under the integrative label attitude, which would then become a general
term for the conglomerate of processes and mechanisms underlying
evaluative responses.
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